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2 Basic Concepts
2.1 Introduction
Eclipseum is designed to be an antifragile asset implemented as an ERC-20 token on the
Ethereum blockchain [1]. Eclipseum contains two liquidity pools which users can
transact with to exchange Eclipseum (ECL), Ether (ETH), and the stablecoin DAI [2].
These liquidity pools are designed such that volatility in the price of ETH generally
increases the value of ECL.

2.2 Function Definitions
Table 1 defines the Eclipseum functions referenced throughout this document.
Function

Definition

buyEcl

Transaction function used to buy ECL with ETH.

sellEcl

Transaction function used to sell ECL in exchange for ETH.

softSellEcl

Transaction function used to sell ECL in exchange for ETH and
DAI.

buyDai

Transaction function used buy DAI with ETH.

sellDai

Transaction function used to sell DAI in exchange for ETH.
Table 1: Function Definitions
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2.3 Variable Definitions
Table 2 defines the Eclipseum variables referenced throughout this document. Note
that not all variables listed in Table 2 are implemented in the smart contract, some are
intended to be implemented in user interfaces that integrate with the smart contract.
Variable

Definition

ethBalanceOfEclPool

The balance of ETH held in the ECL pool.

eclBalanceOfEclPool

The balance of ECL held in the ECL pool.

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

The balance of ETH held in the DAI pool.

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

The balance of DAI held in the DAI pool.

ethVolumeOfEclPool

The cumulative transaction volume of the ECL pool measured in
ETH.

ethVolumeOfDaiPool

The cumulative transaction volume of the DAI pool measured in
ETH.

eclPriceInEth

The price of ECL in ETH, defined as ethBalanceOfEclPool divided
by eclBalanceOfEclPool.

daiPriceInEth

The price of DAI in ETH, defined as ethBalanceOfDaiPool divided
by daiBalanceOfDaiPool.

softSellEclPriceInEth

The equivalent amount of ETH that a user would receive in ETH
and DAI from calling the softSellEcl function.

eclTotalSupply

The total quantity of all ECL tokens that exist.

eclCirculatingSupply

The quantity of ECL held in accounts other than the ECL liquidity
pool, defined as totalSupply minus eclBalanceOfEclPool.

eclMarketCapInEth

The market cap of Eclipseum measured in ETH. Defined as the
eclPriceInEth multiplied by the circulatingSupply.

eclLiquidityRatio
eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote

Quantifies the amount of ECL liquidity available, defined as
eclBalanceOfEclPool divided by eclCirculatingSupply.
The value that the liquidity ratio can approach but never
decrease below, defined in Eclipseum as 1 6.

poolEthRatio

The ratio of the quantity of ETH held in both liquidity pools,
defined as ethBalanceOfDaiPool divided by ethBalanceOfEclPool.

eclPriceRatio

The ratio of ECL prices defined as the softSellEclPriceInEth divided
by the eclPriceInEth.
Table 2: Variable Definitions
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2.4 Liquidity Pools
Two liquidity pools are the fundamental building blocks that form Eclipseum. The
architecture of these liquidity pools is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Eclipseum Contract Architecture

The liquidity pool containing ECL and ETH will be referred to as the “ECL pool”, and the
liquidity pool containing DAI and ETH will be referred to as the “DAI pool”. The assets
ECL, ETH, and DAI, will all be referred to as “tokens” throughout this paper.
The liquidity pools function according to a constant product automated market maker
(CPAMM) algorithm [3]. The concept of constant product market makers implemented
on the Ethereum blockchain was originally proposed by Vitalik Buterin in 2016, and
more recently implemented by the decentralized exchange Uniswap [4].
The prices of the tokens contained in the liquidity pool are defined as the ratio between
the two coins in the pool. For example, the eclPriceInEth equals the
ethBalanceOfEclPool divided by eclBalanceOfEclPool. Similarly, the daiPriceInEth equals
the ethBalanceOfDaiPool divided by the daiBalanceOfDaiPool.
A user may buy ECL by sending ETH to the ECL pool using the buyEcl function. The
contract calculates the quantity of ECL bought using Equation 1 shown in Section 2.5
and sends this quantity of ECL to the user’s account. As a result of the transaction, the
ratio of ETH balance to ECL balance in the liquidity pool increases, thereby increasing
the eclPriceInEth. Similarly, the sellEcl function always decreases eclPriceInEth.
Both pools implement a 0.3% transaction fee that is subtracted from the quantity of the
token the user receives from the transaction. Transaction fees obtained by the ECL pool
remain within the ECL pool. Furthermore, half of the transaction fees obtained by the
DAI pool are transferred to the ECL pool in the form of ETH. This mechanic enables the
eclPriceInEth to increase as a result of transaction volume on the DAI pool.
The transaction volume on the DAI pool will likely be driven by volatility of the price of
ETH on external markets. When the price of ETH changes on external markets, a price
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difference between the daiPriceInEth on the DAI pool and external markets emerges.
Arbitrage traders are incentivized to take advantage of this price difference by buying or
selling DAI from the DAI pool until the daiPriceInEth is nearly the same as on external
markets.

2.5 Constant Product Automated Market Maker (CPAMM) Equation
The constant product market maker equation is utilized to calculate the amount of a
token a user receives from a liquidity pool when they send a given amount of the other
token. The liquidity pools contain two tokens, which are referred to as tokens a and b in
Equation 1. Within the context of Eclipseum, these tokens could be ETH, DAI, or ECL.

𝑏𝑇𝑜𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 0.997 ∗ (𝑏𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 −

𝑎𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑏𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
)
𝑎𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝑎𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡

Equation 1: CPAMM Equation

In this equation, token a is the token being sold by the user, and token b is the token the
user is buying. The variables aBalance and bBalance represent the balances of the
tokens in the liquidity pool before the transaction is initiated. The multiplication by
0.997 is how the 0.3% transaction fee is implemented, as this 0.3% is not received by the
user and remains within the liquidity pool.
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2.6 Token Issuance and Elastic Supply
Eclipseum utilizes the ECL liquidity pool for all ECL token issuance, creating a fair and
credibly neutral token issuance system. The only way for ECL tokens to reach circulation
is by being bought from the ECL pool using the buyEcl function. The eclCirculatingSupply
can be calculated using Equation 2 shown below.

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 = 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 − 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
Equation 2: eclCirculatingSupply Equation

Another core feature of Eclipseum is an elastic supply system in which the
eclTotalSupply can increase or decrease in response to supply and demand. When a
user buys ECL using the buyEcl function, the contract mints a quantity of ECL
proportional to the quantity of ECL bought by the user. When a user sells ECL using the
sellEcl function, the contract burns a quantity of ECL proportional to the quantity of ECL
sold by the user.
This elastic supply system enables the eclPriceInEth to absorb fluctuations in supply and
demand more effectively, resulting in less price volatility. This mechanic also enables
Eclipseum to maintain a defined eclLiquidityRatio. The eclLiquidityRatio is explained
further in Section 4.1.

2.7 Decentralization and Immutability
The Eclipseum smart contract is entirely decentralized. In this context, decentralization
is defined as all users having equivalent access rights and privileges when interacting
with the contract. The address that the contract is deployed from has no additional
abilities over any other user. To maximize decentralization there is no governance or
voting mechanism implemented in Eclipseum.
The Eclipseum smart contract is also completely immutable. In this context,
immutability is defined as the contract functionality and design parameters being
unchangeable after the contract has been deployed. The Eclipseum contract does not
have any self-destruct or pause functionality, and therefore once deployed, cannot be
shut down assuming the Ethereum blockchain continues to function. While
immutability has many advantages, one risk it introduces is migration of the DAI
contract, which is outlined in Section 4.9.
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3 Contract Functions
The Eclipseum smart contract implements all functions necessary to comply with the
ERC-20 token standard [5]. These ERC-20 functions are inherited from the
OpenZeppelin ERC20.sol contract [6]. This section outlines the additional public
functions included in the contract. The descriptions of these functions are simplified
versions of the actual functions of the contract, and some implementation details are
omitted for simplicity.

3.1 BuyEcl
The buyEcl function enables users to buy ECL from the contract using ETH. This function
always causes an increase of eclPriceInEth. The logic implemented in this function is
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: buyEcl Function

1) The user sends ETH to the Eclipseum contract using the buyEcl function.
2) The quantity of ECL to receive is calculated using Equation 1 from Section 2.5
and sent to the user’s account.
3) The contract transfers a quantity of the ETH sent by the user from the ECL pool
to the DAI pool. The amount transferred is calculated using the algorithm
shown below in Figure 3.
4) The contract mints 7 6 times the amount of ECL bought into the ECL pool,
increasing the eclTotalSupply.
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The quantity of ETH transferred to the DAI pool in Step 3 above is calculated
according to the algorithm shown in Figure 3 below.

if (ethBalanceOfEclPool ≥ ethBalanceOfDaiPool + ((4 / 6) ∗ ethSent )) {

ethTransferToDaiPool = (5 / 6) ∗ ethSent ;
}
else if (ethBalanceOfEclPool + ethSent ≤ ethBalanceOfDaiPool ) {

ethTransferToDaiPool = 0;
}
else {

ethTransferToDaiPool = (ethBalanceOfEclPool + ethSent − ethBalanceOfDaiPool ) / 2;
}
Figure 3: ETH Transfer Algorithm for buyEcl Function
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3.2 SellEcl
The sellEcl function enables users to sell ECL to the contract and receive ETH in return.
This function always causes a decrease of the eclPriceInEth. Unlike the buyEcl function,
the sellEcl function does not include any transfer with the DAI pool. The reasoning
behind this asymmetry between these two functions is further explained in Section 4.3.
The logic implemented in this function is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: sellEcl Function

1) The user sends ECL tokens to the Eclipseum contract using the sellEcl function.
2) The quantity of ETH to receive is calculated using Equation 1 and is sent to the
user’s account.
3) The contract burns 7 6 times the quantity of ECL sold to the pool, decreasing the
eclTotalSupply.
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3.3 SoftSellEcl
The softSellEcl function enables users to sell ECL to the contract and receive ETH and DAI
in return. This function is an alternative to the sellEcl function that can be favorable to
ECL sellers in certain situations. Unlike the sellEcl function, the softSellEcl function does
not decrease the eclPriceInEth. Additional details of this function, including the
equations used in steps 2-4 are provided in Section 4.5. The logic implemented in this
function is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: softSellEcl Function

1) The user sends ECL to the Eclipseum contract using the softSellEcl function.
2) The quantity of ETH to receive from the ECL pool is calculated using Equation 5
from Section 4.5 and is sent to the user’s account.
3) The quantity of ETH to receive from the DAI pool is calculated using Equation 6
from Section 4.5 and is sent to the user’s account.
4) The quantity of DAI to receive from the DAI pool is calculated using Equation 7
from Section 4.5 and is sent to the user’s account.
5) ECL tokens are burned from the ECL liquidity pool, decreasing the
eclTotalSupply.
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3.4 BuyDai
The buyDai function enables users to buy DAI from the contract using ETH. This function
is likely to be utilized mostly by arbitrage traders. The logic implemented in this
function is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6: buyDai Function

1) The user sends ETH to the Eclipseum contract using the buyDai function.
2) The quantity of DAI to receive is calculated using Equation 1 from Section 2.5
and is sent to the user’s account.
3) Half of the 0.3% transaction fee obtained by the DAI pool is transferred to the
ECL pool in the form of ETH, thereby increasing the eclPriceInEth.
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3.5 SellDai
The sellDai function enables users to sell DAI to the contract and receive ETH in return.
It is important to note that before invoking the sellDai function, users must call the ERC20 approve function on the DAI contract with the quantity of DAI being sold to allow the
Eclipseum contract to transfer DAI from the user’s account. The sellDai function is likely
to be utilized mostly by arbitrage traders. The logic implemented in this function is
depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Sell DAI Function

1) The user sends DAI to the Eclipseum contract using the sellDai function.
2) The quantity of ETH to receive is calculated using Equation 1 from Section 2.5
and is sent to the user’s account.
3) Half of the transaction fee obtained by the DAI pool is transferred to the ECL
pool in the form of ETH, thereby increasing the eclPriceInEth.
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4 Advanced Concepts
4.1 EclLiquidityRatio
The eclLiquidityRatio represents the amount of ECL liquidity available in the ECL pool
relative to the eclCirculatingSupply and can be calculated using Equation 3 as shown
below.

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

Equation 3: eclLiquidityRatio Equation

Eclipseum controls the eclLiquidityRatio by minting ECL in the buyEcl function and
burning ECL in the sellEcl and softSellEcl functions. When the buyEcl function is
executed, 7 6 times the quantity of ECL bought is minted into the ECL liquidity pool.
Similarly, when the sellEcl function is executed, 7 6 times the quantity of ECL sold is
burned from the ECL pool. The softSellEcl function also burns ECL, the quantity of which
is calculated using Equation 10 shown in Section 4.5.
When the contract is initially launched, the eclLiquidityRatio is infinite since the
eclCirculatingSupply is zero. As the buyEcl function is invoked by users and the contract
mints ECL, the eclLiquidityRatio decreases asymptotically towards 1 6. This value of 1 6
is directly derived from the 7 6 multiplier that is applied to the quantity minted and
burned when buyEcl or sellEcl is invoked. This value is defined as the
eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote and is an important design parameter.
A larger eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote would provide more liquidity, but would result in
less potential price upside, and therefore create less incentive to early adopters.
Conversely, a smaller eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote would provide less liquidity, but result
in more potential price upside, and therefore create more incentive to early adopters.
An eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote of 1 6 was chosen for Eclipseum as it was found in testing
simulations to provide the optimal balance between liquidity and price upside. Due to
the immutability of Eclipseum the eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote is fixed and cannot be
changed once the contract is deployed.

4.2 PoolEthRatio
The poolEthRatio is defined as the ratio of the ethBalanceOfDaiPool to the
ethBalanceOfEclPool. The poolEthRatio can be calculated using Equation 4 as shown
below.
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𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙

Equation 4: poolEthRatio Equation

This ratio can indicate optimal times for users to buy or sell ECL. A larger poolEthRatio
generally indicates the eclPriceInEth is more likely to increase than when the
poolEthRatio is smaller. The game theory mechanics backing the poolEthRatio are
further explored in Section 4.7.

4.3 ECL Liquidity Pool Buy and Sell Asymmetry
When the buyEcl function is executed, some percentage of the ETH sent by the user to
the ECL liquidity pool is transferred by the contract to the DAI liquidity pool to move the
poolEthRatio towards one or maintain a poolEthRatio of one.
When ECL is sold using the sellEcl function, all ETH sent to the user is withdrawn from
the ECL pool. This increases the poolEthRatio and creates incentive for other users to
buy ECL. This asymmetry between the buyEcl and sellEcl functions enables the
eclPriceInEth to be more resilient to sell-offs.

4.4 ECL Pool Order Sizing
The ECL liquidity pool mints ECL when ECL is bought and burns ECL when ECL is sold.
The amount of ECL minted or burned is proportional to the order size and creates a
damping effect on the price change.
As a result, ECL buyers and sellers will receive better overall prices if transactions are
split up into multiple smaller transactions. However, more transactions results in more
gas fees paid by users, so users are incentivized to transact in quantities that optimize
between slippage costs and gas costs.

4.5 SoftSellEcl Function in Depth
The softSellEcl function provides an alternative to the sellEcl function for users selling
ECL. This function transfers ETH from the ECL pool, ETH from the DAI pool, and DAI
from the DAI pool to the ECL seller in proportion to the quantity of ECL sold divided by
the eclCirculatingSupply. Then a quantity of ECL is burned from the ECL pool such that
the ECL balance is reduced by the same proportion as the ETH balance. This results in
the eclPriceInEth remaining unchanged from a softSellEcl. Similarly, the daiPriceInEth
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and the poolEthRatio both remain unchanged as well. However, the eclMarketCapInEth
does decrease due to the eclCirculatingSupply decreasing.
The quantities of ETH and DAI the user receives from the softSellEcl function are
calculated in the contract according to Equations 5-7 shown below.

𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 0.997 ∗

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

Equation 5: softSellEcl ethReceivedFromEclPool

𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 0.997 ∗

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

Equation 6: softSellEcl ethReceivedFromDaiPool

𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 = 0.997 ∗

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

Equation 7: softSellEcl daiReceivedFromDaiPool

These equations can then be used to derive the softSellEclPriceInEth. It is important to
note that the user receives both ETH and DAI from the softSellEcl function, and the
softSellEclPriceInEth represents the equivalent total value in ETH received by the user.
The softSellEclPriceInEth can be calculated using Equation 8 or Equation 9, which are
equivalent.

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑡ℎ =

𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 + 2 ∗ 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦

Equation 8: softSellEclPriceInEth Form 1

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑡ℎ
= 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ∗ 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑡ℎ ∗ ((2 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) + 1)
Equation 9: softSellEclPriceInEth Form 2

The softSellEcl function burns a quantity of ECL that causes the eclBalanceOfEclPool to
decrease proportionally to the ethBalanceOfEclPool, resulting in the eclPriceInEth
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remaining unchanged from the softSellEcl function being executed. The equation used
to calculate the quantity of ECL burned is shown in Equation 10.

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑑 =

0.997 ∗ 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 ∗ 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑂𝑓𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
+ 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦
Equation 10: softSellEcl eclBurned

4.6 EclPriceRatio
The eclPriceRatio is defined as the softSellEclPriceInEth divided by the eclPriceInEth. It
can be calculated using Equation 11 or Equation 12, which are equivalent.

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐸𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑡ℎ
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑛𝐸𝑡ℎ

Equation 11: eclPriceRatio Form 1

𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑒𝑐𝑙𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ∗ ((2 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) + 1)
Equation 12: eclPriceRatio Form 2

An eclPriceRatio greater than one indicates that the softSellEclPriceInEth is greater than
the eclPriceInEth, and therefore ECL sellers are likely to sell ECL using the softSellEcl
function instead of the sellEcl function, and the eclPriceInEth is unlikely to decrease.
Assuming the eclLiquidityRatio is close to the eclLiquidityRatioAsymptote of 1 6, and
the poolEthRatio is 1, then the eclPriceRatio is roughly 0.5.

4.7 PoolEthRatio Equilibrium
There are three game theoretic mechanisms backing up the poolEthRatio signal that are
described below.
1) When the poolEthRatio is greater than one, the ethBalanceOfDaiPool is greater
than the ethBalanceOfEclPool. This means the transaction fees transferred from
the DAI pool to the ECL pool are relatively larger, and therefore the eclPriceInEth
is more likely to increase.
2) When buyEcl is invoked, the contract attempts to balance the
ethBalanceOfEclPool and ethBalanceOfDaiPool by transferring ETH to the DAI
pool if necessary. When the poolEthRatio is greater than one, more of the ETH
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sent in a buyEcl transaction will remain in the ECL pool, and therefore the
eclPriceInEth is more likely to increase.
3) When the softSellEclPriceInEth is greater than or equal to the eclPriceInEth,
sellers are incentivized to utilize the softSellEcl function over the sellEcl function.
Since the softSellEcl function does not decrease the eclPriceInEth, the
softSellEclPriceInEth represents a theoretical price floor that the eclPriceInEth is
unlikely to decrease below. Therefore, the larger the poolEthRatio is, the larger
the softSellEclPriceInEth is relative to the eclPriceInEth, and the less likely it
becomes for the eclPriceInEth to decrease. The softSellEclPriceInEth can be
calculated using Equation 8 or Equation 9 which are outlined in Section 4.5.

4.8 Transaction Front Running Risk
Front running is a vulnerability common to all contracts running on the Ethereum
blockchain. All transactions can be viewed in the mempool for a short period of time
before they are executed, and users can take advantage of this information for their
own benefit [7].
For example, user Alice attempts to buy ECL tokens by invoking the buyEcl function,
which is observed by front running user Bob before the transaction is executed. Bob
quickly calls the buyEcl function with a higher gas price such that his buyEcl order
executes before Alice’s. Then Alice’s buyEcl order executes, which increases the
eclPriceInEth, and Bob then calls the sellEcl function to sell the ECL he bought initially at
a higher price, obtaining a profit at Alice’s expense. This is often referred to as a
sandwich attack.
Eclipseum enables users to protect themselves from the sandwich attack, and price
slippage in general by requiring them to specify a minimum quantity they are willing to
receive of the token they are buying as a function argument. For example, in the buyEcl
function, users must specify the minimum quantity of ECL they are willing to receive
from the order. If the user would end up receiving less ECL than the minimum quantity
they specified, then the transaction reverts, and the ETH sent by the user is returned to
their account. This minimum quantity to receive function parameter is implemented on
the buyEcl, sellEcl, softSellEcl, buyDai, and sellDai transaction functions.
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4.9 DAI Migration Risk
A potential risk of Eclipseum is the migration of the Maker contract, which generates
the DAI tokens used by Eclipseum. This vulnerability would occur when Maker holders
choose to invoke the “emergency shutdown” functionality of the Maker system [8]. This
emergency shutdown is a last resort feature of the Maker system to protect against
serious threats such as hacks, security breaches, and long-term market irrationality. If
this functionality is triggered, the DAI tokens in circulation will continue to exist and
maintain ERC-20 functionality but will lose the price peg to the U.S. dollar. This will
likely result in less transaction fees generated by the DAI pool.
If the Maker emergency shutdown is triggered, MakerDAO (Maker Decentralized
Autonomous Organization) has stated that the system will be redeployed, and the new
DAI token will receive a new contract address. In this situation, a new instance of the
Eclipseum contract may also be redeployed, and the DAI contract address variable
within the new Eclipseum contract can be set to the new DAI token address. At this
point both the old and new Eclipseum contracts will exist and continue to function.
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5 Conclusion
To conclude, Eclipseum is designed to be an antifragile asset with the ability to
accumulate value from volatility in the price of ETH. The contract is entirely
decentralized such that all users have equal rights when interacting with the contract.
The contract is completely immutable such that once the contract has been deployed,
none of the design parameters or functionality can be altered. Assuming the Ethereum
blockchain continues to function, Eclipseum cannot be shut down. The Eclipseum game
theory creates a financial system in which long term holders, traders, and arbitragers
can all obtain value and benefit from the contract.
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7 Appendix: Economic Simulations
7.1 Simulation 1: Eclipseum Initial Stabilization
7.1.1 Description
Simulation 1 shows the Eclipseum initial stabilization that the contract deployer may execute. Since the contract must be deployed with at least
0.02 ether, and the initial eclCirculatingSupply is zero, the softSellEclPriceInEth is larger than the eclPriceInEth. This means that initially there is a
profitable arbitrage opportunity in which a user could repeatedly buy ECL using the buyEcl function, and then sell it using the softSellEcl function
until the eclPriceInEth increases above the softSellEclPriceInEth. This simulation shows this initialization being accomplished with a series of 26
buyEcl function calls with a value of 0.01 ETH per transaction until the eclPriceInEth is greater than the softSellEclPriceInEth.
7.1.2

Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

0.01

eclBalanceOfEclPool

100,000.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

eclCirculatingSupply

0

eclPriceInEth

1.00E-07

softSellEclPriceInEth

Infinity
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7.1.4

Final Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

0.14

eclBalanceOfEclPool

200,164.9

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

0.14

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

eclCirculatingSupply

600,989.2

eclPriceInEth

6.99E-07

softSellEclPriceInEth

6.98E-07

7.1.5 Summary
This simulation shows that after the Eclipseum contract is deployed and launched, a series of buyEcl function calls can be used to increase the
eclPriceInEth until it is greater than the softSellEclPriceInEth. In this simulation, 26 buyEcl orders each with 0.01 ETH was used to accomplish the
initial stabilization. It is possible to achieve the same outcome using fewer but larger buyEcl transactions. Once the eclPriceInEth is greater than
the softSellEclPriceInEth, the Eclipseum game theory reaches a more stable state, and the eclPriceInEth is likely to remain greater than the
softSellEclPriceInEth.
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7.2 Simulation 2: Buying Token - Eclipseum Compared to Standard CPAMM
7.2.1 Description
This simulation compares the token economics between buying ECL from the ECL liquidity pool and buying arbitrary token ABC from a standard
CPAMM liquidity pool that also implements a 0.3% transaction fee. The difference in token economics is a result of the ECL pool transferring
ETH to the DAI pool, and the ECL pool minting ECL in each buyEcl transaction, whereas the standard CPAMM liquidity pool does not mint tokens.
The simulation uses 100 buy transactions of 0.01 ETH for each liquidity pool.

7.2.2

Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

0.01

eclBalanceOfEclPool

100,000.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

ethBalanceOfAbcPool

0.01

abcBalanceOfAbcPool

100,000.0

eclCirculatingSupply

0

abcCirculatingSupply

0
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7.2.4

Final Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

0.51

eclBalanceOfEclPool

303,364.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

0.51

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

ethBalanceOfAbcPool

1.01

abcBalanceOfAbcPool

1,005.6

eclCirculatingSupply

1,220,184.2

abcCirculatingSupply

98,994.4

7.2.5 Summary
The eclPriceInEth increases less than the abcPriceInEth, and the eclCirculatingSupply increases more than the abcCirculatingSupply. In this way,
Eclipseum provides more price stability and more liquidity.
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7.3 Simulation 3: Selling Token - Eclipseum Compared to Standard CPAMM
7.3.1 Description
This simulation compares the token economics between selling ECL to the ECL liquidity pool and selling arbitrary token ABC to a standard
CPAMM liquidity pool that implements a 0.3% transaction fee. The initial conditions for this simulation are equivalent to the final conditions of
Simulation 2. The simulation uses 100 sell transactions of equal size such that on the last sell transaction the circulating supply will reach zero
for each coin.

7.3.2

Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

0.51

eclBalanceOfEclPool

303,364.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

0.51

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

0.01

ethBalanceOfAbcPool

1.01

abcBalanceOfAbcPool

1,005.6

eclCirculatingSupply

1,220,184.2

abcCirculatingSupply

98,994.4
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7.3.4

Final Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

1.2E-05

eclBalanceOfEclPool

9.6

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

1.7E-05

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

3.4E-07

ethBalanceOfAbcPool

0.01

abcBalanceOfAbcPool

100,000.0

eclCirculatingSupply

0

abcCirculatingSupply

0

7.3.5 Summary
This simulation displays how the eclPriceInEth of the ECL liquidity pool is more resilient to large selloffs than a standard CPAMM liquidity pool.
There are three main mechanisms that enable this. Firstly, the ECL pool burn ECL from the ECL Pool within each sellEcl transaction which
dampens price decreases, whereas the standard CPAMM liquidity pool does not burn tokens. Secondly, the ECL pool maintains an
eclLiquidityRatio greater than 1 6 which provides more liquidity to ECL sellers, whereas the standard CPAMM pool does not contain this
mechanism. Thirdly, the ECL pool offers the softSellEcl function as an alternative for ECL sellers. It can be seen within this simulation where the
eclPriceInEth stops decreasing, while ECL is still being sold. This is because the eclPriceInEth decreased below the softSellEclPriceInEth, and ECL
sellers transition to using the softSellEcl function instead of the sellEcl function.
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7.4 Simulation 4: Eclipseum Arbitrage and Fees Earned
7.4.1 Description
This simulation displays the expected arbitrage that occurs on ECL liquidity pool and the DAI liquidity pool, and the resulting transaction fees
retained within the contract. This simulation assumes that ECL trader buy and sell the minimum amount of ECL required to maintain a
poolEthRatio of one, and that DAI pool arbitragers buy and sell DAI such that the daiPriceInEth within the DAI pool follows the daiPriceInEth on
external markets. This simulation uses real hourly ethPriceInDai price data from January 1, 2020 to January 5, 2020 to simulate external markets
to drive the arbitrage trading within the DAI pool. This simulation does not attempt to accurately predict transaction fees captured by Eclipseum
as there are many external variables influencing this which are difficult to accurately simulate.
7.4.2

Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

10.0

eclBalanceOfEclPool

1,000,000.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

10.0

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

1288.7

eclCirculatingSupply

5,000,000.0

ethPriceInDaiExternal

128.9

totalFeesInEth

0
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7.4.4

Final Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

9.7

eclBalanceOfEclPool

995,538.8

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

9.7

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

1322.9

eclCirculatingSupply

4,973,233.0

ethPriceInDaiExternal

135.9

totalFeesInEth

0.0067

7.4.5 Summary
This simulation demonstrates that changes of the ethPriceInDai on external markets drives arbitrage trading within the Eclipseum contract,
which results in transaction fees that are retained within the contract.
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7.5 Simulation 5: Eclipseum and Ethereum Price Volatility Comparison
7.5.1 Description
This simulation demonstrates that if the DAI pool is arbitrage traded to maintain the external ethPriceInDai, and the ECL pool is arbitrage traded
to maintain a poolEthRatio of one, then the eclPriceInDai should be less volatile than the ethPriceInDai. This simulation uses real ethPriceInDai
data from the time period of October 23, 2020 to October 28, 2020 to simulate external ethPriceInDai pricing to drive the arbitrage trading
within the DAI pool.
7.5.2

Initial Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

10.0

eclBalanceOfEclPool

1,000,000.0

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

10.0

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

4,131.0

eclCirculatingSupply

5,000,000.0

ethPriceInDaiExternal

413.1
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7.5.4

Final Conditions
Parameter

Value

ethBalanceOfEclPool

10.2

eclBalanceOfEclPool

1,003,504.2

ethBalanceOfDaiPool

10.2

daiBalanceOfDaiPool

4,042.7

eclCirculatingSupply

5,021,025.1

ethPriceInDaiExternal

396.2

7.5.5 Summary
This simulation demonstrates that if the DAI pool is arbitrage traded to maintain the external ETH/DAI price, and the ECL pool is arbitrage traded
to maintain a poolEthRatio of one, then the eclPriceInDai should be less volatile than the ethPriceInDai. This simulation shows a 7.60%
difference between the ethPriceInDai high and low, while the eclPriceInDai has a 4.64% difference between the high and low. Therefore the
eclPriceInDai should have less volatility than the ethPriceInDai if the assumed arbitrage conditions are maintained.
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